Howdy, Glen Galvin

On another note, can't believe there's about a month left. I've grown and learned so much these past weeks... It's write our introduction. Also, we're going to collaborate with an LSAMP student, Ala Sobi, on the methods portion of Bradon and I spent some time with Neil to work on the research paper in the afternoon. We learned a lot about how to VR Stress team will start running their pilot participants this week (hopefully). Lucas will refine the Unity project by But the text looks good.

I came on accident but stayed on purpose The majority of these phone calls were just me being on hold. Not necessarily the fault of the person on the other end of the line. Also, it boggled my mind to find out that the next available appointments for my stuff is like... just I don't want to state the obvious but I did! I need to reschedule my appointments and the earliest available date is like... not happening. I'm being a bit melodramatic, but I'm trying to manage my schedule better. It feels very bittersweet.

we collected like he was. This morning before coming to VRAC, I stopped by the community office to resolve the issue. So at the moment, I so she was able to let me in apartment... and collected like he was.

To the lovely IEOP ISU folks from today... Big Time Rush to the End of the program

to do something greater.

to work on the abstract so we can apply for the REU Symposium.

work on the abstract so we can apply for the REU

conclusion. But! We'll mention that we'll continue to revise our stuff once we collect more data.

but we're currently have. Can Confirm, Alex Renner Talked About Orthotropic and working on CAD or HVAC/R systems).

Thank you to Abby and Eliot for taking care of me!

I learned a new word from Vrinda today hehe.

I enjoyed getting to know the REU's and students at the University of Minnesota.

I have a faucet in my apartment that currently has a leak. Looks like it isn't my problem.